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EAGLE What

EIONET Action Group on Land Monitoring in Europe
Established in 2009, open membership and funding by European
Environment Agency since 2014

Objective: oriented conceptual solution for supporting a
European information capacity on land monitoring built on
existing national data sources  EAGLE concept
Integration of LC/LU information from various datasets
Applicable on both national and EU level
Comparison and semantic translation method between different
nomenclatures
Coherent with Copernicus products (CLC, HRL, UrbanAtlas)
Based on standards initiatives (ISO19100, INSPIRE)

http://land.copernicus.eu/eagle/welcome
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EAGLE Who
Land Monitoring experts and EIONET NRC for Land Cover (Austria, Bulgaria, Czech R,
Finland, Germany, Hungary, The Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland,
United Kingdom) participating on INSPIRE TWG LC, TWG LU, CLC Technical Team,
FP7 HELM, Geoland2, GMES Initial Operations, etc.
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EAGLE Work
Task 1.1: Development of explanatory documentation for the EAGLE concept
Task 1.2: Fine tuning of the EAGLE data model & matrix
Task 1.3: UML model for the EAGLE concept
Task 2.1: Database development
Task 2.2: Semantic testing of the EAGLE model
Task 3.1: EAGLE Matrix population and comparison tool
Task 3.2: European common integrated generalization and aggregation rules set
Task 4.1: Geometric test case
Task 4.2: Grid approach
Task 5.1: Final database development
Task 5.2: Implementation of recommended maintenance procedures
Task 5.3: Alignment and enhancement of the deliverables from the other tasks
Task 6.1 & 6.2: Transformation rules for CLC and UA to INSPIRE
http://land.copernicus.eu/eagle/files/documents-and-reports/eagle-summary-report-2015
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EAGLE Concept
INSPIRE Concept
LC Unit (geometric element)

EAGLE Concept
LC Unit (geometric element)

Parametric Observation
Observation

Parametric Observation
Observation

A LC class
Classification
Or a mosaic of LC classes

No consideration of LC
descriptors, only a PLCC proposal
(April 2013)

A LC class
Or a mosaic of LC classes

LC Components (LC descriptors)
with characteristics
ELU, reproducible for CLC, link with
rest of INSPIRE themes,
environmental scopes, etc.

Description

Classified like
Continental Wetland

Described with
- Inland Water: fresh, periodicity, mineral concentration, etc.
- Trees: riparian, height, species, leaf type, foliage seasonality, etc.
- Shrubs: riparian, height, species, etc.
- Herbaceous vegetation, lichens, algae, etc.
- Organic deposits: typology, etc.
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EAGLE Data Model

Three extended application
schemas from INSPIRE Land
Cover, and using Inspire Land
Use codelist

INSPIRE

EAGLE vector base

EAGLE raster

EAGLE vector
Land cover components

Feature classes, data types and
codelist from: LU, BU, ER,
MR, HY, SR, BR, HB, NZ,
GE, SD, AF
Integrated in Enterprise
Architect
(http://www.perger.net/EAGLE/)
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EAGLE Database

Outcomes
Entity-Relationship diagram
Database template for both platforms (empty databases,
postGIS & Esri implementations)
Documentation about utility, example of uses cases
Software desktop application for querying

ERD

DB

Doc

SW
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Geometric Test Case

Population of
EAGLE database
with real national and
European datasets, 6
areas (750 km2 each
one) from Austria,
Finland, Hungary,
Netherlands and crossborder areas between
Bulgaria and Romania
and on the Iberian
Peninsula.
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Geometric Test Case

I) European Copernicus datasets CLC, HRLs in EAGLE format
II) National datasets after generalization / aggregation
procedures (task 3.2) in order to reproduce Copernicus data in
EAGLE format (bottom-up processes)
II)
I)
Integrated product
CLC + HRL

Comparison
in EAGLE
format

Generalized
National datasets

Comparison of results and final analysis identifying the
possibilities and difficulties in the context of a future
European land monitoring system based in bottom-up
approach
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Geometric Test Case
EAGLE data model enables to manage big volume of thematic concepts. To ease
the test it was needed to condense the work and select a suitable thematic
content each test site. Comparison was made over selected thematic content

Austria: Salzburg city,
artificial parameters. LISA

Finland: Jyväskylä forest, trees
parameters. NFI

Bulgaria/Romania: Danube area
Ruse/Giurgiu, water and agricultural
parameters. CBC

Hungary: Vas, Veszprem, and Zala
cropland area, agricultural
parameters. MePAR + LPIS

In red, national datasets used for bottom-up approach

Spain/Portugal: Dehesa/montado
Mediterranean landscape, vegetation
parameters. SIOSE + COS

The Netherlands: Groningen farmland
area, agricultural parameters. LGN7
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Geometric Test Case

I) Integrated European Copernicus product CLC 2012 +
HRLs 2012 in EAGLE format
CLC polygons enhanced with HRL parameters in terms of
EAGLE land cover components
Mixed raster and vector process

CORINE land cover
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Geometric Test Case

I) Integrated European Copernicus product CLC 2012 +
HRLs 2012 in EAGLE format

INSPIRE/EAGLE
lc_unit

EAGLE
lc_component

EAGLE
lcc_attribute
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Geometric Test Case

II) Generalized / aggregated National datasets
A) Pure semantic and geometric generalization: Finland, Spain and Portugal
B) Population of CLC with national parameters: Austria, Bulgaria, Romania,
Hungary, The Netherlands

Original Spanish SIOSE and Portuguese
COS in colour. Generalized CLC polygons’
boundaries in black with codes.

Austrian LISA national dataset in colours
superimposed with CLC-polygon outline
(yellow). Original CLC polygons where
complemented with LISA parameters
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Geometric Test Case

Comparison of EAGLE resulting dataset in terms of
Copernius.
CLC polygons’ geometry were respected in all test sites, thematic
content of HLR is mainly the subject for comparison.
Evaluation the presence or not presence of EAGLE land cover
components representing HRL information
Calculation of statistics. A positive number means an HRL
omission error; a negative number a HRL commission error.
- There were not available statistics for all land cover components for every test site, as it depends on
the National dataset availability.
- Difference area [in hectares] = (National data – European data)
- Relative area difference [in hectares] = (European data * 100) / National data
- Absolute area difference [in hectares] = (Difference area * 100) / Total area
Grassland was calculated automatically with the rest of components, but its statistics are not significant
due to the less quality of HRL Grassland.
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Geometric Test Case
total area [ha]

Austria
name_component
grassland
sealed
trees_total
water_total

national_area [ha] european_area [ha]
19357
4292
13838
902

18206
3007
9015
772

40000
difference_area [ha]
1151
1284
4822
130

relative_difference [%]

absolute_difference [%]

5,95
29,93
34,85
14,42

2,88
3,21
12,06
0,33

General underestimation of HRL, especially in soil sealing degree for roads, missed in HRL, slight missed degree in
discontinuous buildings area and remarkable absence of dense tree areas.
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Geometric Test Case
total area [ha]
10000

Finland
name_component
trees_total

national_area [ha] european_area [ha] difference_area [ha]
8036,36663

4640,0664

3396,30023

relative_difference [%]
42,26

absolute_difference [%]
33,96

General underestimation of HRL tree canopy degree, mainly motivated for the grouping area defined by CLC polygons
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Geometric Test Case

Conclusions
Reduction of the process’ complexity (generalization and thematic focus)
motivated for limited by time and resources
Demonstration of EAGLE concept with real datasets and generation of
Copernicus product by bottom-up approach from national datasets.
Core EAGLE data model (classes and parameters) that could be easily
obtainable for most of the countries to allow inter-comparison and improve
the current contents and resolutions of CLC and HRL
Differences in the statistics in the comparison, were already foreseen from
previous studies carried out by various NRCs. EAGLE concept measures
these estimations in homogeneous European format.
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Geometric Test Case

Session’s Questions
Lesson(s) learned on the use of data/information from heterogeneous
sources  EAGLE approach integrates different visions of LC/LU
information in a same & exhaustive scope
Lesson(s) learned on the user needs for sharing of data/information 
complexity of the integration process should not affect that the results should
be easily searchable by users (importance of dedicate sufficient resources to
produce ready-to-use outputs to different end users).
Lesson(s) learned on the user needs for INSPIRE compliance and the
benefits of INSPIRE  INSPIRE data interoperability is complemented and
enhanced by EAGLE thanks to connection to others standards and INSPIRE
themes
Solution(s)/recommendation(s) on how to integrate Copernicus
data/information in existing business/working processes  EAGLE represent
a good proved solution for data integration with benefits to Copernicus
How can/could the solution presented today be possibly applied in a
completely different sector?  Work methodology and bottom-up
approach is applicable in any geospatial information sector
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